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   1Abstract—Abnormal driving may cause serious danger to both 
the driver and the public. Existing detectors of abnormal driving 
behavior are mainly based on shallow models, which require large 
quantities of labeled data. The acquisition and labelling of 
abnormal driving data are, however, difficult, labor-intensive and 
time-consuming. This situation inspires us to rethink the abnormal 
driving detection problem and to apply deep architecture models. 
In this study, we establish a novel deep-learning-based model for 
abnormal driving detection. A stacked sparse autoencoders model 
is used to learn generic driving behavior features. The model is 
trained in a greedy layer-wise fashion. As far as the authors know, 
this is the first time that a deep learning approach is applied using 
autoencoders as building blocks to represent driving features for 
abnormal driving detection. In addition, a method for denoising is 
added to the algorithm to increase the robustness of feature 
expression. The dropout technology is introduced into the entire 
training process to avoid overfitting. Experiments carried out on 
our self-created driving behavior dataset demonstrate that the 
proposed scheme achieves a superior performance for abnormal 
driving detection compared to the state-of-the-art.  
Index Terms—Abnormal driving detection, deep learning, stacked 
autoencoder. 
I.INTRODUCTION 
RAFFIC safety remains one of the main areas of study in 
vehicular technology. According to data released by World 
Health Organization, approximately 1.35 million people died in 
car crashes in 2018 [1]. In addition, more than 30 million people 
suffered non-fatal injuries, with many being disabled. Traffic 
accidents also caused considerable economic losses to 
individuals, their families, and nations. In many nations the 
economic loss is as much as 3% of their gross domestic product 
[1]. Studies show that the human factors, e.g., abnormal driving 
[2], account for around 95% of traffic accidents. Most drivers, 
however, fail to notice when they drive abnormally. It is 
therefore necessary to detect abnormal driving automatically 
and alert the driver for safe driving. 
According to [3], abnormal driving is mostly caused by 
drunkenness, recklessness, and/or fatigue. With the rising 
popularity of smart phones, mobile use is now the leading cause 
of death behind the wheel [4]. Normal driving is characterized 
by good speed control of the vehicle and the avoidance of 
sudden acceleration [5]. Abnormal driving is characterized as 
follows: Firstly, drunk driving refers to driving while 
 
 
intoxicated by alcohol and is characterized by sudden 
acceleration, lack of control of the speed and long response time 
of 1.8~2.3s [6]. Secondly, it is shown in [3] that driving while 
fatigued is similar to drunk driving but without alcohol 
intoxication. Thirdly, unlike drunkenness and fatigue, the 
reckless driver is awake but might be impaired by mental 
factors. The driver behaves abnormally, with sudden 
accelerations and speeding [7]. Finally, drivers engaged in 
phone conversation slow down, and show an increase of 0.33s 
to 0.75s in the response time to external stimuli [8]. 
Abnormal driving detection (ADD) depends heavily on both 
real-time and historical driving behavior data collected by 
various sensors, i.e., throttle angle sensor, pressure sensor for 
the brake pedal, and vehicle-borne radar [9]. Due to the 
widespread use of traditional driving-related sensors and new 
emerging technologies of signal processing, unlabeled driving-
related data are ubiquitous, and the transportation field has 
entered the era of big data. The management and modeling of 
driving behavior have thus become more data-driven. Although, 
many algorithms have been proposed for ADD, e.g., a back-
propagation neural network (BPNN) [11], support vector 
machine (SVM) [12], [13], and dynamic Bayesian network 
[14]–[16], most of them use shallow driving models and require 
large quantities of labeled data. There is an aphorism in 
machine learning that states “sometimes it is not who has the 
best algorithm that wins; it is who has the most data”; one can 
always try to obtain more labeled data. The ground-truth labels 
of abnormal driving behavior, however, require expert 
knowledge to define and are very expensive to obtain. This 
inspires us to rethink the ADD problem and apply deep 
architecture models to take advantage of the large amount of 
unlabeled driving behavior data.  
Recently, as a new state-of-the-art machine learning 
approach, deep learning [17] has received a great deal of 
attention in academe and industrial circles. It uses a multiple-
layer architecture and is pretrained for extracting inherent 
features from huge amounts of unlabeled data. It is successfully 
applied in many domains, such as image restoration and 
recognition, dimension reduction, object detection, and human 
gaze estimation [10],[14],[18]-[20],[35]. As the driving process 
is complicated in real world, deep learning methods can 
represent driving features from unlabeled driving behavior data, 
where a good performance for ADD is obtained.  
In this paper, we propose a novel deep-learning-based ADD 
system that can recognize four types of driving behaviors, i.e., 
normal, drunkenness/fatigue, recklessness, and phone use while 
driving, as shown in Fig. 1. First, in order to ensure that the 
different types of driving behavior are comparable, we 
normalize the abnormal driving behavior by employing a 
virtual driver to conduct the FTP-72 speed following task, 
which was described in our previous work [22]. Second, a 
stacked denoising sparse autoencoders (SdsAEs) model, which 
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is trained in a layer-wise greedy fashion, is used to achieve 
unsupervised feature learning for ADD. The method of 
denoising can increase the robustness of feature expression, and 
thus improve the performance of the system. As far as the 
authors know, this is the first time that a deep learning approach 
is applied using autoencoders as building blocks to represent 
driving features for abnormal driving detection. A traditional 
classifier is then added on the top of the stack and the entire 
network is fine-tuned by an Error Propagation algorithm. In 
addition, the “dropout” technique is used during the training 
process to reduce the prediction error caused by overfitting. 
Finally, extensive experiments are undertaken to show the 
superior performance of the proposed scheme.
 
 
Fig. 1 Diagram of deep-learning-based method for ADD 
 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
reviews the related work on the ADD. Section III introduces the 
general structure of driving behavior normalization. Section IV 
presents the deep-learning based ADD system. Section V 
discusses the experiments results. The conclusion is given in the 
last section.  
II.RELATED WORK 
ADD has been accomplished using three different 
approaches: 1) driver monitoring systems, in which multiple 
electrodes are placed on a driver’s skin to obtain physiological 
signals, such as electroencephalography, blood pressure, and 
blood alcohol level [23]; 2) computer vision based methods for 
measuring facial expressions, eye closure duration, yawning, or 
eyelid movement in real-time [24]; 3) driver-vehicle based 
information, such as throttle position (TP), brake pressure (BP), 
vehicle speed (VS), and steering [25]-[28]. Direct-contact-
based methods (the first category) make the driver 
uncomfortable and are annoying, which might distract the 
driver. The methods in the second category are susceptible to 
external interferences, such as lighting changes and poor 
illumination at night, which can reduce accuracy. Methods in 
the third category are based on non-contact sensors and are 
robust to environmental factors. Thus, these methods are 
employed in this work. The most important related studies are 
summarized below. 
Detection based on longitudinal driving behaviors, i.e., TP, 
BP, and VS. Yu et al. [25] propose a fine-grained abnormal 
driving behavior detection system based on 152 features related 
to the vehicle’s acceleration and orientation; an SVM and 
BPNN were used for training. Sun et al. [26] use the gray 
relational analysis and proposed a novel fatigue driving 
detection method that incorporated 9 driving features in a two-
level fusion structure. In [29], sensors such as an accelerometer, 
magnetometer, and Global Position System are employed and 
15 features were extracted to detect high-risk motorcycle riding 
maneuvers. 
Detection based on lateral driving behaviors, i.e., steering. 
By employing multivariate time series analysis, Li et al. [27] 
detect drunk driving based on lateral position and steering angle. 
To distinguish between sober and impaired drivers, Shirazi and 
Rad [28] employ system identification techniques, e.g., an 
average with exogenous input model to fit the data in order to 
describe the behavior of intoxicated drivers. The input and 
output of a driver are the lateral preview error and the steering 
wheel angle, respectively. 
In summary, many algorithms for ADD have been developed 
on account of the growing demand for traffic safety and various 
techniques from different disciplines have been involved. 
However, it is difficult to say that one approach is significantly 
better than another in all cases. One reason for this is that the 
existing models for ADD are mainly developed based on a 
shallow network architecture, e.g., SVM, and the accuracy of 
ADD methods is dependent on the driving features embedded 
in the collected data.  
With the continuous research on machine learning, neural 
networks have attracted more and more attention. The literature 
shows that deep-layered neural networks can learn more 
powerful models than shallow ones with a large amount of 
labeled data [19]. But the acquisition and labelling of abnormal 
driving data are difficult, labor-intensive and time-consuming. 
Moreover, the deep networks are hard to train with a straight 
forward Error Propagation algorithm. Recent advances in deep 
learning proposed by Hinton et al. [30] address these issues. 
The deep neural network can be pretrained by stacking 
autoencoders using a large amount of unlabeled data for better 
feature learning. The resulting networks have superior 
performance to the state-of-the-art. In this paper, we explore a 
deep-learning-based approach with SdsAEs for ADD. 
III.DRIVING BEHAVIOR NORMALIZATION  
The driving scenario is constituted by the driver, vehicle, and 
environment. Even a normal driver will occasionally behave 
abnormally, i.e., by frequent use of the gas pedal or steering 
wheel in a traffic jam. In order to detect abnormal driving 
 
behavior more reliably, the environment should be standardized. 
Therefore, the driving behavior needs to be normalized in 
advance. In our previous work [22], we proposed a driving 
behavior normalization system based on driver model for 
driving style evaluation. The system is used as the basis for 
ADD in this work.  
 
Fig. 2. Driver modelling based on direct inverse modelling and LDNN 
 
Fig. 3. Block diagram of driving behavior normalization 
A. Driving Behavior Data 
Driving behavior data (DBD) are collected by instrumented 
vehicles of the General Motors Corporation. The data take into 
account various combinations of traffic situations, vehicle types, 
and road conditions; nevertheless, they are unlabeled. Many 
different types of data are recorded, including VS, TP, engine 
speed, BP, and other data. Only VS, TP, and BP are used for 
ADD in this work for convenience. A total of 1036 unlabeled 
driving behavior samples are used with a time resolution of 0.1 
s and a total distance of around 105 km for each sample.  
 
Fig. 4 An example of a speed-following result. Upper-left: FTP-72 speed profile 
(desired) versus following speed (model); upper-right: speed error; bottom-left: 
normalized TP; and bottom-right: normalized BP. 
B. Driver Model 
In the closed-loop control system formed by a driver and a 
vehicle, the driver tries to adapt to the vehicle gradually by 
learning to invert the vehicle model. Therefore, a driver model 
can be established based on a direct inverse modelling approach 
[29]. Due to their ability to tackle local variations in real-world 
data, e.g., DBD, the locally designed neural networks (LDNN), 
e.g., Cerebellar Model Articulation Controller (CMAC), are 
employed to make the modelling possible. 
As shown in Fig. 2, adopted from a DBD sample, the VS, TP 
and BP at time t determine the VS at time t+k due to a time lag. 
Therefore, the inputs of the driver model are VS[t] and VS[t+k] 
– VS[t], and the corresponding outputs are TP[t] and BP[t]. The 
driver model is obtained by training the LDNN on the DBD.   
C. Driving Behavior Normalization 
As shown in Fig. 3, driving behavior normalization is 
implemented using a driver model which involves following the 
desired speed profile defined by FTP-72. The vehicle model is 
established by using a multilayer perceptron with a 3-7-1 
structure for convenience [3]. As a common trick in learning 
control, a regular proportional-integral-derivative (PID) 
method is used as an auxiliary controller to accelerate the 
transient process. The gains of the PID are set as {Kp = 10, Ki = 
0.5, Kd = 0.7} in this work. At time t, due to the time lag k, 
VSFTP[t+k] is adopted from the FTP-72 speed profile to serve as 
the desired VS, or VS*[t]. The final control signals, namely TP[t] 
and BP[t], are summations of the driver model and PID 
controller: 
                           (1) 
                          (2) 
This normalization process assumes that every driver drives 
a vehicle in the same environment (FTP-72). As shown in Fig. 
4, the speed-following task is successful accomplished and the 
driving behaviors, i.e., BP, TP, and VS are thus normalized for 
ADD.  
IV.METHODOLOGY 
Unsupervised pretraining using stacks of autoencoders 
followed by finetuning with an Error Propagation algorithm is 
an effective way of making use of unlabeled data. The well 
known deep learning model, SdsAEs, is introduced to extract 
the features that describe the driving behavior and construct a 
deep network for ADD [32]. 
A. Denoising sparse autoencoder 
As an unsupervised three-layer neural network, an 
autoencoder [17] is formed by an encoder and decoder, as 
shown in Fig. 5. With an encoder, the input x is first mapped to 
a hidden representation h through a non-linearity f and then it 
mapped back into the original input x, as shown in 
                               (3) 
                    (4) 
where {W(1), b(1)} and {W(2), b(2)} are the weights of encoder and 
decoder, respectively; the sigmoid function is 
considered for f and h in this paper. By minimizing the error 
based on an Error Propagation algorithm, the 
optimal parameters are obtained. One issue concerned with 
autoencoders is that if the hidden layer has a larger size than the 
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Sparsity constraints can be added into the hidden layer to solve 
the problem.  
 
Fig. 5 Autoencoder 
 
Fig. 6 The principle of denoising training 
In addition, by adding noising to the input X, a denoising 
sparse autoencoder is constructed for producing more stable 
and useful features and increasing the robustness of the model 
[33]. As shown in Fig. 6, an example x is stochastically 
corrupted to x1, which is employed as the input of the 
autoencoder. The remaining part of the process is the same as 
an ordinary autoencoder. In this work, Gaussian noise was 
deemed appropriate due to the nature of the driving behavior 
data.   
B. Stacked denoising sparse autoencoders 
By stacking the denoising sparse autoencoders, the SdsAEs 
is established to form a deep network, where the output of the 
previous autoencoder is used as the input to the current layer. A 
greedy layer-wise based method proposed by Hinton et. al. [30] 
is employed for training SdsAEs.  
In order to use the SdsAEs for ADD, a standard predictor is 
added on the top of layer. In this work, the softmax regression 
(SR) is put on the top of the stack for supervised abnormal 
driving behavior detection. The whole model is thus comprised 
by the SdsAEs and the predictor for ADD, as illustrated in Fig. 
7. 
C. Dropout 
Overfitting is a serious problem in deep neural networks due 
to a large number of parameters and the limited training data. 
Dropout [34] is a technology for addressing this problem. As 
shown in Fig. 8, during the training process, each unit (only 
hidden layers in this work) is retained with a fixed probability 
p independent of other units. During testing, all units are always 
present and the weights are multiplied by p to make sure the 
output at test time is same as the expected output at training 
time.  
D. Training algorithm  
In this work, a SdsAEs model is constructed using the greedy 
layer-wise unsupervised training, where the network is 
initialized in a bottom-up way. After that, an Error Propagation 
algorithm is employed to fine tune the entire model in a top-
down way to obtain better results.  
 
Fig. 7 Deep architecture model for abnormal driving detection 
 
Fig. 8 Diagram of dropout 
The training and testing of ADD are illustrated in Fig. 9. The 
procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1. Training and testing ADD system 
Step 1) Pretraining the SdsAEs model with unlabeled driving 
behavior data x1. 
— Given the desired number of hidden layers l. Set the 
hyperparameters.  
— Train the hidden layers based on greedy layer-wise 
method: take the training set as the input of the first 
hidden layer; for the nth hidden layer, the input is the 
output of the (n-1)th hidden layer. 
— Obtain{W(m), b(m)}by minimizing the objective 
function, where 0≤m≤l. 
Step 2) Fine-tune the whole network with the labeled 
abnormal driving behavior data {x2, y2} 
— Randomly initialize{W(l+1), b(l+1)}. 
— Use the Error Propagation algorithm to optimize the 
whole network’s parameters in a top-down fashion. 
Step 3) Test the system using testing data {x3, y3} 
— Perform the forward propagation algorithm with 
input x3 to get the model output y3*, where the weights 
are scaled as Wtest = pW as shown in Fig. 8.  
— Calculate the detection accuracy by comparing the y3* 
and y3.  
Note that the training and testing data are normalized by 




Fig. 9 Training and testing of the deep neural network 
 
Fig. 10 Driving behavior patterns for four driving states.  
(blue: normalized TP, red: normalized VS error) 
 
V.EXPERIMENTS 
A. Simulation of abnormal driving behavior  
Since abnormal driving behavior data are difficult to 
collected and label, we simulate the data based on the collected 
DBD by considering the characteristics of TP and response 
delay as described in [4]. The description of the different types 
of abnormal driving behavior is presented in Section I and is 
listed briefly in Table I. 
Table I 
Driving behavior conditions and descriptions 
Condition Description 
Normal  Good speed control, smooth acceleration 
Drunk/fatigue  Poor speed control, rapid acceleration, response delay 
Reckless  Speeding, rapid acceleration 
Phone use Lower speed, response delay 
1) A drunk/fatigue driver usually exhibits rapid acceleration 
and deceleration with a response delay of 1.8 to 2.3 s, 
resulting in poor speed-following. We simulate this 
situation by delaying the TP for 2 * x seconds and raising 
its magnitude by (10 * x) % during FTP-72 testing.  
2) A reckless driver usually exhibits sharp and rapid 
acceleration, even more so than a fatigued driver, resulting 
in frequently occurring excessive speed. We simulate this 
situation by raising the TP magnitude by (20 * x) %.  
3) According to the result in [10], the drivers engaged in using 
a phone slow down and tend to delay frequent TP operation 
by average 0.7 s. We simulate this situation by delaying the 
TP for 0.7 * x seconds and decreasing its magnitude by (5 
* x) %.  
In order to simulate realistic abnormal driving behaviors, the 
value of x is sampled from a Beta distribution, i.e., x ~ Be(5, 1). 
 
In the distribution Be(5, 1), only the values in the range (0, 1) 
have non-zero probability density, and the probability density 
increases with the value.  
Note that the driving behavior is contained in VS and TP [4]. 
To retain as much information as possible, the time series of the 
normalized TP and VS error are connected end to end and every 
point serves as an original input feature for ADD. Fig. 10 shows 
the simulated TP and VS error of a driver in normal and 
abnormal driving states, where the blue line represents the TP 
operation and the red represents the VS error. It is observed that 
diversities exist among the different types of driving behaviors. 
For the drunk/fatigued driver, the TP shows large fluctuations 
with considerable delays. The speed error is mostly in the range 
[-5, +5] mph. For the reckless driver, the TP changes 
considerably with a large magnitude. The speed error is in the 
range [-5, 0] mph. For the driver that uses the phone, the TP 
shows small fluctuations with a few delays. The speed error is 
in the range [0, +5] mph. The simulated abnormal driving 
behavior confirms the real-world driving.  
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed deep-
learning-based method for ADD, all DBD samples, in total 
1036, are employed for abnormal driving behavior simulation. 
In total, 4144 samples are obtained, equally distributed among 
the four types of driving behavior (normal, drunk/fatigue, 
reckless, and phone use). 2072, 1036 and 1036 samples are 
randomly selected from the whole data set for training, 
validation and testing respectively. The training set is used for 
both pretraining and fine-tuning of the model and the validation 
set is used for choosing the best architecture. All the input data 
are normalized by driving behavior normalization and then 
scaled to a range (0, 1) according to Eq. (5), where fmin and fmax 
represent the maximum and minimum of the data.  
                                      (5) 
B. Determination of the hyperparameters 
Table II 
 List of hyperparameters for deep network 
hyperparameter description considered values 
nHLayer number of hidden layers {1, 2, 3, 4} 
nHUnit number of units per hidden layer (same for all layers) 
{100, 200, 300, 400, 
500, 600, 700, 800, 
900, 1000} 
μ noise level 
standard deviation for 
Gaussian noise 
{0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 
0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 
0.45, 0.60, 0.75} 
p probability of retaining a unit for “dropout” 
{0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 
0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 
1.0} 
lRate 
learning rate for 
unsupervised pretraining 
and supervised fine-tuning 
{0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2} 
nEpoq 
number of training epochs 
for unsupervised pretraining 
and supervised fine-tuning 
{10, 50, 100, 200, 
350, 550, 800, 1100} 
Some important architectural hyperparameters, including the 
number of input and output units, the number of hidden layers 
(nHLayer), the number of units per hidden layer (nHUnit), the 
noise level (μ), the probability of retaining a unit for dropout (p), 
learning rate (lRate), and number of training epochs (nEpoq) 
should be determined. We use the time series of TP and VS 
error as the input. Therefore, the dimension of the input space 
is 1372 * 2. For the output layer, the dimension is 4, including 
1 normal driving behavior and 3 types of abnormal driving 
behavior. Table II lists the hyperparameters that should be 
tuned in this work based on validation set performance. Note 
that to reduce the choice space, the nHUnit, μ, and p are 
restricted to be the same for all hidden layers. lRate and nEpoq 
are also restricted to be the same for unsupervised pretraining 
and supervised fine-tuning. All hyperparameters are tuned for 
the best performance using grid search methods.  
The experiments are conducted on a computer with 8-Core 
Intel Core i9 and PyCharm PROFESSIONAL 2017.3.7. The 
programming language Python and the TensorFlow library are 
used in the research. 
 
1) nHLayer and nHUnit 
We first examine how the proposed ADD strategy behaves 
as we increase the capacity of the deep NN both in breadth 
(nHUnit) and in depth (nHlayer) keeping other 
hyperparameters fixed (μ=0.15, p=0.4, lRate=0.15, nEpoq=800,
ρ=0.05). Fig. 11 shows the evolution of the performance as 
nHUnit and nHlayer are increased. The validation error appears 
to come down until it reaches a critical point. The best 
performance is obtained when hHLayer is 3 and the hHUnit is 
around 500. The results confirm the lesson that the size of 
hidden layers of neural network should be neither too small nor 
too large [17].  
2) corrupting noise level μ and dropout probability p 
Fig. 12 shows the influence of the noise level μ. It can be seen 
that SdsAEs performs better than stacked sparse autoencoders 
(0 noise) for a rather wide range of noise levels (from 0.1 to 0.6). 
The best performance is obtained when the μ is close to 0.3. The 
model achieves the best performance under moderate denoising. 
A small denoising level is ineffective and a large level smooths 
away some important features.  
The effect of changing dropout rates is also investigated. 
Note that the dropout is not applied in the input layer in this 
work. Fig. 13 shows the training and validation errors obtained 
as a function of p, the value p = 1 means dropout is absent. It 
can be seen that a small p, say 0.1, which ensures that very few 
units are turned on during training, leads to underfitting since 
the training error is high. The validation error decreases as p 
increases until p is close to 0.4. It then slowly increases and 
approaches a maximum as p becomes close to 1 (without 
dropout). The training error, on the other hand, decreases 
towards 0. These results confirm that moderate dropout is an 
effective technology to reduce the overfitting. And for the 
proposed scheme, the best probability of retaining a unit (p) is 
0.4.  
Furthermore, Fig. 14 shows the accuracies of three methods 
(with or without denoising and dropout) on different numbers 
of training samples. Two issues can be seen from Fig. 14.  
l A comparison of the curves with the asterisk and circle 
indicates that the performance of the model is improved 
when the dropout is included during the training process. 
The performance improvement is more pronounced with a 
small amount of training data, e.g., 200. It confirms that 











l A comparison of the curves with the block and asterisk 
indicates that adding noise to the input layer of the sparse 
autoencoder improves the ability to extract the intrinsic 
characteristics of abnormal driving behaviors, resulting in 
an improvement detection accuracy. 
The effectiveness of adopting denoising and dropout method 
for training the deep network is thus further verified. 
Other hyperparameters, i.e., lRate, nEpoq, are also tuned for 
best performance. The best structure of SdsAEs for ADD in this 
work is as shown in Table III. 
 
Fig. 11 Classification performance of ADD system on different nHUnit and 
nHlayer. 
 
Fig. 12 Sensitivity to the noise. 
 
Fig. 13 Effect of changing dropout rates. 
 
Fig. 14 Accuracies of three methods (with or without denoising and dropout).  
Table III 
Structure of SdsAEs for abnormal driving detection 
nIUnit nHLayer nHUnit 
2744 3 [500, 500, 500] 
nOUnit μ p 
4 0.3 0.4 
C. Detection results of the abnormal driving behavior  
Such indices as macro-average (macro-recall and macro-
precision) are adopted to evaluate the performance of the 
proposed scheme on ADD. The definitions of these indices are 
as follows. 





()!                (6) 





()!            (7) 
where TPi is the number of class i driving behaviors correctly 
detected, FNi is the number of class i driving behaviors 
misidentified and FPi is the number of other classes of 
behaviors detected as class i.  
The detection results of the four types of driving behavior 
based on the proposed scheme are shown in Table IV. Overall, 
the proposed scheme produces good results for ADD. The 
micro-recall and micro-precision are 92.66% and 92.69%, 
respectively. More specifically, for drunk/fatigued driving, 15 
and 10 out of 259 samples are misclassified as reckless and 
phone use, respectively. For phone use driving, 14 samples are 
misclassified as drunk/fatigued driving. The reason for this 
might be that the drunk/fatigued driving is similar to phone use 
and reckless driving, i.e., longer reaction time to external 
stimuli as in phone use driving and rapid TP operation as in 
reckless driving. On the other hand, only 13 out of 777 
abnormal samples are misclassified as normal (in bold), where 
the abnormal detection accuracy reaches up to 98.33%; hence, 
the proposed scheme is effective and promising for ADD. 
Table IV 
Abnormal driving detection performance of the proposed scheme 
                 Detected 
Actual                    Normal Drunk/Fatigue Reckless Phone Total 
Index 
Recall (%) Precision (%) 
Normal 249 1 7 2 259 96.14 95.04 
Drunk/Fatigue 4 230 15 10 259 88.80 90.91 
Reckless 7 8 243 1 259 93.82 90.00 
Phone 2 14 5 238 259 91.89 94.82 
Macro-average 92.66 92.69 
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Table V 
Comprehensive Comparison on recall and (precision) % 
Method 
Driving behavior 
Macro-average Normal Drunk/ Fatigue Reckless Phone use 
SR 81.60 (80.04) 73.71 (74.21) 79.30 (77.82) 73.60 (74.87) 77.05 (76.74) 
BPNN 85.19 (81.52) 72.20 (72.92) 82.37 (80.56) 75.42 (76.22) 78.80 (77.81) 
SVMrbf 94.24 (92.01) 89.52 (87.30) 89.44 (86.10) 81.33 (84.23) 88.63 (87.41) 
SdsAEs + Softmax layer 96.14 (95.04) 88.80 (90.91) 93.82 (90.00) 91.89 (94.82) 92.66 (92.69) 
D. Comparison with other methods 
Transverse comparison is conducted to verify the superior 
performance of the proposed scheme for ADD. We compared 
the performance of the SdsAEs model with the BPNN, SR, and 
SVM with RBF kernel (SVMrbf). The BPNN is a common 
method for the ADD, as mentioned in Section II; the SR is the 
classifier layer adopted in this work; and the SVMrbf is a 
relatively advanced algorithm for detection. Each model has 
been trained to the best architecture using grid search on the 
same data set as SdsAEs. The best architecture of BPNN 
consists of 2 hidden layers and 30 neurons per layer. For the 
SVMrbf model, the C and γ are set to 2-1 and 2-11, respectively. 
The comparison results are given in Table V, where the best 
performance is in bold. The macro-recalls of SR, BPNN and 
SVMrbf are 77.05%, 78.80% and 88.63% respectively compared 
to 92.66% in this study. The macro-precisions are 76.74%, 
77.81% and 87.41% in the three ordinary methods and 92.69% 
in this study. Therefore, the SdsAEs systematically outperforms 
the other methods (except for SVMrbf on the recall of 
drunk/fatigue driving, but the difference is not statistically 
significant). In addition, the performance gains of the SdsAEs 
compared to the SR of the same predictor are significant. They 
exhibit an average increase of 15% in the average. This shows 
that the proposed method that incorporates unsupervised 
pretraining can learn more robust features for ADD.  
VI.CONCLUSION 
A deep learning approach with SdsAEs for ADD has been 
investigated in this work. Unlike traditional methods with a 
shallow structure, the proposed deep network successfully 
detects different types of driving behavior. A greedy layer-wise 
unsupervised learning method is used to pre-train the deep 
network, followed by a fine-tuning process for updating the 
model parameters to improve the detection performance. By 
adding the noise, the autoencoders can learn more robust 
features so that the trained network has stronger anti-
interference ability for ADD. A “dropout” technology is also 
used to reduce the risk of overfitting. The driving behaviors, i.e., 
TP, BP, and VS, are normalized by performing the FTP-72 
driving test in advance to ensure appropriate results of the ADD. 
The best architecture of the proposed model is obtained by grid 
search method based on validation performance. The abnormal 
detection accuracy of this work reaches up to 98.33%, which 
verify the effectiveness and prospect of the proposed scheme 
for ADD. Transverse comparison demonstrates the superior 
performance of the proposed scheme.  
The proposed scheme is effective and accurate for detecting 
abnormal driving and will be beneficial to the development of 
connected vehicle for safer and more comfortable driving. 
However, it is limited to longitudinal driving only, due to the 
limitation of the driving behavior data (DBD), which is 
essential to driving model. Other factors, such as weather, 
gender, etc., are not included in the DBD and hence are not 
considered in the driving modeling. In our future work, efforts 
will be made to detect abnormal driving behavior in more 
complicated conditions. Moreover, compressed sensing may be 
combined with the deep learning method [21, 36] employed in 
our work because there is strong correlation in the driving data.  
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